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could see value in white taxes following white students to all-white private schools.
For the first time in 150 years it was seriously broached that a series of alternative free
private school systems might replace the free public school systems that had been so
laboriously built up. Some states actually began to flirt with the idea of abolishing
their public school systems. And some critics began to suggest that all schools ought to
be abolished and society "deschooled." But few took such proposals seriously, least of
all those who had been denied equal access to schooling.
What could prove to be a more serious threat than abolishing schools was a
frontal attack upon the idea of compulsory education itself. This was a principle that
few modernizing societies had questioned in their efforts to build national unity and
achieve equality of educational opportunity. But there had always been an under-
current of opposition to the idea of compulsory education from those who did not
want to modernize. Sometimes this stemmed from political or economic conservatism,
sometimes from religious. A particularly important case arose in Wisconsin v. Yoder'm
1971 in which the state of Wisconsin disputed the right of Amish parents to keep their
children out of school after they had completed the eighth grade. The Arnish defied
the compulsory attendance laws on the ground that secondary and higher education
are inimical to their traditional religious beliefs and agrarian way of life.
The state of Wisconsin appealed to the Supreme Court on the grounds that such
defiance would weaken the right and obligation of states to maintain a stable and
democratic social order by ensuring an educated populace. Now the argument took on
a new flavor, not simply the right of religious minorities to follow their religious
beliefs, but also a radical note that compulsory education is at root a means of
repressing the majority as well as the minority and of making them conform to the
established order of things as represented in the public schools of the state. The
wavering boundaries of freedom and control, of equality and justice were to have yet
another test in the precincts of education.
By the 1970s it seemed easier to achieve liberty for private schools to exist and
for religious freedom to be protected in the public schools than to achieve equality of
educational opportunity for blacks, Indians, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and
other minorities. In the 1950s the hottest educational problem was freedom; in the
1960s it was equality. Until both could be reasonably solved, the' American ideal of
modern education could not be fully achieved.
D.   ETHNIC DISJUNCTIVITIS IN EDUCATION:
A NEAR-FATAL SOCIAL DISEASE
In comparing their educational systems with those of Europe, Americans have com-
monly pointed with some justifiable pride to their unitary, single-track or ladder
character as more democratic than a two-track or dual system. There is, of course,
considerable truth to the generalization. European school systems grew up as social
class systems: primary schools for the working classes leading to the skilled and
unskilled occupations and secondary schools for the middle and upper classes leading

